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Let u : M → N be an F-harmonic map between Kahler manifolds of finite di-
mensions. Is u ± holomorphic? In the special case of a harmonic map, Y. T. Siu
[50] gave an affirmative answer when the target manifold is of semi-strongly neg-
ative curvature. In other cases such as p-harmonic, exponentially harmonic maps
etc., answers to the above question were less satisfactory. For the general case of
F-harmonic maps, when the domain manifolds are complex space forms this the-





Details are all that mattter: God dwells there and you will never get to
see Him if you don’t struggle to get them right! Stephen Gould
The study of harmonic maps has been extensively developed in the frame work
of differential geometry since its introduction in 1964 by J. Eells and J. H. Sampson
[18]. In the early 1970’s, A. Lichnerowicz [38] began to study harmonic maps in
the setting of complex geometry. By the 80’s, J. Jost and S. T. Yau [33] treated ap-
plications to nonpositively curved Kahler manifolds where the theory of harmonic
maps had shown itself to be most successful. From its inception, extensions to
the notions of p-harmonic [58], exponentially harmonic [14], f-harmonic [10][11],
biharmonic and f-biharmonic maps [9] were continually introduced. Extensive re-
search had been carried out and applied to broad areas in science and engineering
including robot mechanics.
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By the beginning of the present millennium, in an attempt to generalize all as-
pects of harmonic maps into a single concept, M. Ara ([1][2][3]) had introduced
the notions of F-harmonic maps, F-stress energy tensor and studied the F-stability
of these maps. This new concept unifies several varieties of harmonic maps such as
p-harmonic maps, exponentially harmonic maps, minimal hypersurfaces, maximal
spacelike hypersurfaces and steady compressible flows aside from the well-known
classical harmonic maps [12].
This thesis investigates the role that F-harmonic maps play in Kahler geometry
whose building blocks are the sixteen classes of almost Hermitian manifolds classi-
fied by A. Gray and L. M. Hervella [22]. In Chapter 1, we give local representations
and the decomposition of the complexified differential of a C∞ map in Hermitian
geometry. In Chapter 2, we study F-harmonic maps from a different perspective: we
give the notion of Ω-harmonic maps then derive all basic facts about F-harmonic
maps via this definition. In Chapter 3, we explore the realm of Kahler geometry
through concrete examples. In Chapter 4, we give applications of F-harmonic maps
in the setting of Kahler geometry and prove several results yielding partial affirma-
tive answers to the question posed in the abstract when the domain manifolds are
complex space forms. We also obtain Liouville-type theorems. All manifolds in
consideration are C∞(or smooth), connected and of finite dimensions.
2
1.1 Main results
Theorem 2.15 : Let u : (Mn, g)→ (Nk, h) be a stable F-harmonic map from a
complete noncompact Riemannian manifold M into a complete Riemannian mani-







) { |du|2 |∇φ|2 + φ2 |
∑n











i=1 ( 2 |B(Va, ẽi)|2
− < B(Va, Va), B(ẽi, ẽi) > ) } dvg ,
where dvg is the volume element of M and ẽi := du(ei) .
Theorem 2.15 generalizes Wei’s theorem [58] .
Theorem 3.18 : Let (Mn, g, J) be an n-dimensional complete noncompact
Kahler manifold. If at each point of M the sum of any q eigenvalues of the Ricci
tensor is nonnegative then any 2-finite harmonic form of type (0, q) or (q, 0) is par-
allel. In addition, if M has infinite volume or the sums of any q eigenvalues of the
Ricci tensor are all positive at some point of M then any such form vanishes.
Theorem 3.18 generalizes Greene and Wu’s work [24] .
Theorem 4.14 : Let u : (Cn, g) −→ (N, h) be a C∞ map into a Kahler manifold
and q < 0 be a constant satisfying 2 − q = n , where g is the standard metric on
Cn and n ≥ 3 . Let F : [0,∞) −→ [0,∞) be a strictly increasing C2 function
such that F (t) ≤ 2tF ′(t) < n F (t) for t ∈ (0,∞) . If u is an F-harmonic map
satisfying the above conditions then u is constant, provided u has slowly divergent
energy.
3
Corollary 4.15 :Let u : (Cn, g) −→ (Nk, h) be a C∞ map into a Kahler mani-
fold and q < 0 be a constant satisfying 2− q = n , where g is the standard metric
on Cn and n ≥ 3 . Let F : [0,∞) −→ [0,∞) be a strictly increasing C2 function
such that
F (t) ≤ 2tF ′(t) < n F (t) , for t ∈ (0,∞) .
If u is an F-harmonic map satisfying the above conditions then u is constant, pro-





) dvg = o(R
λ) as R→∞ .
Theorem 4.18 : For n ≥ 1 , let Mn be a complete simply connected, noncom-
pact Kahler manifold of holomorphic sectional curvature HRM which satisfies
−a2 ≤ HRM ≤ −b2 , where a, b are some positive constants. Let N be any Kahler
manifold and F : [0,∞) −→ [0,∞) be a strictly increasing C2 function such that
(n− 1)b F (t) − 2ta F ′(t) ≥ 0 for t ∈ (0,∞) .





) dvg = o (ρ
λ) as ρ→∞ , then u is constant.
Corollary 4.19 : For n ≥ 1 , let Mn be a complete simply connected,
noncompact Kahler manifold of holomorphic sectional curvature HRM which
satisfies −a2 ≤ HRM ≤ −b2 , where a, b are some positive constants. Let N be
any Kahler manifold and F : [0,∞) −→ [0,∞) be a strictly increasing C2 function
such that
(n− 1)b F (t) − 2ta F ′(t) ≥ 0 for t ∈ (0,∞) .
If u : (Mn, g) → (Nk, h) is an F-harmonic map with slowly divergent F-energy
then u is constant.
4
Corollary 4.20 : Any F-harmonic map with slowly divergent F-energy from the
complex hyperbolic space CHn to any Kahler manifold must be constant, provided
the condition on the function F as in Theorem 4.22 is satisfied.
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1.2 Differentiable maps in complex geometry
Let f : (Mn, g, J) → (Nk, h, J ′) be a C∞ map between almost Hermitian
manifolds of dimensions n, k together with Riemannian metrics g, h and almost
complex structures J, J ′, respectively. The complexified differential of f
dfC : TMC → TNC
determines the partial differentials by compositions with inclusions of TM1,0 ,
TM0,1 in TMC and projections of TNC onto TN1,0 , TN0,1 as follows
dfC |TM1,0 = ∂f + ∂f̄ : TM1,0 → TN1,0 ⊗ TN0,1
dfC |TM0,1 = ∂̄f + ∂̄f̄ : TM0,1 → TN1,0 ⊗ TN0,1
dfC = dfC |TM1,0 + dfC |TM0,1 = ∂f + ∂f̄ + ∂̄f + ∂̄f̄
Let {z1, ..., zn}, {w1, ..., wk} be local complex coordinate systems inM,N, respec-
tively. Then the partial differentials of f are represented in local coordinates by







∈ Γ(T ∗M1,0⊗f ∗TN1,0)







∈ Γ(T ∗M1,0⊗f ∗TN0,1)







∈ Γ(T ∗M0,1⊗f ∗TN1,0)







∈ Γ(T ∗M0,1⊗f ∗TN0,1)
where i = 1, ..., n , α = 1, ..., k .
Henceforth, for convenience we denote dfC simply by df .
Denote by < , > the J-invariant real inner product of various tensor bundles
of M induced by g. The complex bilinear extension is also denoted by the same
< , > . Define the Hermitian inner product << , >> by
<< u, v >> = < u, v̄ >
There always exists a local orthonomal Hermitian frame field on an almost Her-
mitian manifold. Let {ej, Jej}j=1,...,n be this local Hermitian frame field on M .
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Then with respect to the Hermitian inner product<<,>> , we obtain the following
corresponding ± holomorphic orthonormal frame fields
{ ηj = 1√2(ej − iJej) }j=1,...,n and { ηj̄ =
1√
2
(ej + iJej) }j=1,...,n
spanning TM1,0 and TM0,1 , respectively, such that
<< ηj , ηk >> = << ηj̄ , ηk̄ >> = δjk
< ei, ej > = < Jei, Jej > = δij
< ei, Jej > = < Jei, ej > = 0 .
Similarly, we can choose a local Hermitian frame field {ẽα, J ′ẽα}α=1,...,k onN with
corresponding ± holomorphic orthonormal frame fields
{ η̃α = 1√2(ẽα − iJ
′ẽα) }α=1,...,k and { η̃ᾱ = 1√2(ẽα + iJ
′ẽα) }α=1,...,k
spanning TN1,0 and TN0,1 , respectively.
The complexified differential df has the following local representation
df : TM1,0 ⊕ TM0,1 → TN1,0 ⊕ TN0,1 defined by
df(ηj + ηj̄) = df |TM1,0(ηj) + df |TM0,1(ηj̄)
= 1
2
[ (df |TM1,0(ηj))|TN1,0 + (df |TM1,0(ηj))|TN0,1





j η̃α + f
ᾱ
j η̃ᾱ + f
α




df |TM1,0 : TM1,0 → TN1,0 ⊕ TN0,1 is given by
df |TM1,0(ηj) = 12 (df |TM
1,0(ηj))|TN1,0 + 12 (df |TM
1,0(ηj))|TN0,1









df |TM0,1 : TM0,1 → TN1,0 ⊕ TN0,1 is given by
df |TM0,1(ηj̄) = 12 (df |TM
0,1(ηj̄))|TN1,0 + 12 (df |TM
0,1(ηj̄))|TN0,1
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j̄ η̃α + f
ᾱ
j̄ η̃ᾱ)
Let {θj, θj̄}j=1,...,n , {θ̃α, θ̃ᾱ}α=1,...,k be the coframe fields in M,N dual to
{ηj, ηj̄} , {η̃α, η̃ᾱ} . The complexified second fundamental form decomposes as
∇dfC = (∇1.0 + ∇0,1) (∂ + ∂̄) (f)
= ∇1,0 ∂f + ∇1,0 ∂̄f + ∇0,1 ∂f + ∇0,1 ∂̄f
= ∇df 2,0 + ∇df 1,1 + ∇df 0,2
where the middle two terms of the second equation are the (1,1)-parts of∇dfC .






k ⊗ θj ⊗ η̃α + f ᾱkj θk ⊗ θj ⊗ η̃ᾱ
+ fα
k̄j
θk̄⊗ θj ⊗ η̃α + f ᾱk̄j θ
k̄⊗ θj ⊗ η̃ᾱ + fαkj̄ θ
k⊗ θj̄ ⊗ η̃α + f ᾱkj̄ θ
k⊗ θj̄ ⊗ η̃ᾱ
+ fα
k̄j̄
θk̄ ⊗ θj̄ ⊗ η̃α + f ᾱk̄j̄ θ
k̄ ⊗ θj̄ ⊗ η̃ᾱ ]
















Next, we investigate the invariant form of the partial differentials.
Let X ∈ Γ(TMC) . Then we can obtain ± holomorphic vector fields
Z = X − iJX ∈ Γ(TM1,0) , Z̄ = X + iJX ∈ Γ(TM0,1)














[df(X)− iJ ′df(X)− idf(JX)− iJ ′(−idf(JX))]
= 1
2










[df(X) + iJ ′df(X)− idf(JX) + iJ ′(−idf(JX))]
= 1
2






[df(X) + idf(JX)] |TN1,0
= 1
2
[df(X)− iJ ′df(X) + idf(JX)− iJ ′(idf(JX))]
= 1
2






[df(X) + idf(JX)] |TN0,1
= 1
2
[df(X) + iJ ′df(X) + idf(JX) + iJ ′(idf(JX))]
= 1
2
[df(X) + iJ ′df(X) + idf(JX)− J ′(df(JX))]




Z̄ , we get
df(X) = 1
2
df( Z + Z̄) = 1
2
[ ∂f(Z) + ∂f̄(Z) + ∂̄f(Z̄) + ∂̄f̄(Z̄) ] .
Lemma 1.1. Let f : (Mn, g, J) → (Nk, h, J ′) be a C∞ map between almost
Hermitian manifolds of dimensions n, k together with Riemannian metrics g, h
and almost complex structures J, J ′, respectively. Then we have
1
2
|df |2 = |∂f |2 + |∂̄f |2
where df = dfC is the complexified differential of a smooth map between almost
Hermitian manifolds.
Proof : Choose a local Hermitian orthonormal frame field {ej, Jej}j=1,...,n
in M with corresponding ± holomorphic orthonormal frame fields
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{ ηj = 1√2(ej − iJej) }j=1,...,n and { ηj̄ =
1√
2
(ej + iJej) }j=1,...,n
In local coordinates, the partial energy densities of f are defied as follows
|∂f |2 =
∑n
j=1 << ∂f(ηj) , ∂f(ηj) >>
=
∑n
j=1 < ∂f(ηj) , ∂f(ηj) >
=
∑n















[ df(ej)− iJ ′df(ej)− idf(Jej)− iJ ′(−idf(Jej)) ] ,
1
2
[ df(ej) + iJ





j=1 < df(ej)− iJ ′df(ej)− idf(Jej)− J ′df(Jej) ,
df(ej) + iJ




j=1 [ < df(ej), df(ej) > − < iJ ′df(ej), df(ej) >
− < idf(Jej), df(ej) > − < J ′df(Jej), df(ej) >
+ < df(ej), iJ
′df(ej) > − < iJ ′df(ej), iJ ′df(ej) >
− < idf(Jej), iJ ′df(ej) > − < J ′df(Jej), iJ ′df(ej) >
+ < df(ej), idf(Jej) > − < iJ ′df(ej), idf(Jej) >
− < idf(Jej), idf(Jej) > − < J ′df(Jej), idf(Jej) >
− < df(ej), J ′df(Jej) > + < iJ ′df(ej), J ′df(Jej) >
+ < idf(Jej), J






j=1 [< df(ej), df(ej) > + < df(Jej), df(Jej) >





j=1 << ∂̄f(ηj̄) , ∂̄f(ηj̄) >>
=
∑n
j=1 < ∂̄f(ηj̄) , ∂̄f(ηj̄) >
=
∑n















[ df(ej)− iJ ′df(ej) + idf(Jej)− iJ ′(idf(Jej)) ] ,
1
2
[ df(ej) + iJ




j=1 < df(ej)− iJ ′df(ej) + idf(Jej) + J ′df(Jej) ,
df(ej) + iJ




j=1 [ < df(ej), df(ej) > − < iJ ′df(ej), df(ej) >
+ < idf(Jej), df(ej) > + < J
′df(Jej), df(ej) >
+ < df(ej), iJ
′df(ej) > − < iJ ′df(ej), iJ ′df(ej) >
+ < idf(Jej), iJ
′df(ej) > + < J
′df(Jej), iJ
′df(ej) >
− < df(ej), idf(Jej) > + < iJ ′df(ej), idf(Jej) >
− < idf(Jej), idf(Jej) > − < J ′df(Jej), idf(Jej) >
+ < df(ej), J
′df(Jej) > − < iJ ′df(ej), J ′df(Jej) >
+ < idf(Jej), J






j=1 [< df(ej), df(ej) > + < df(Jej), df(Jej) >




j=1 << ∂f̄(ηj) , ∂f̄(ηj) >>
=
∑n
j=1 < ∂f̄(ηj) , ∂f̄(ηj) >
=
∑n















[ df(ej) + iJ
′df(ej)− idf(Jej) + iJ ′(−idf(Jej)) ] ,
1
2




j=1 < df(ej) + iJ
′df(ej)− idf(Jej) + J ′df(Jej) ,




j=1 [ < df(ej), df(ej) > + < iJ
′df(ej), df(ej) >
− < idf(Jej), df(ej) > + < J ′df(Jej), df(ej) >
− < df(ej), iJ ′df(ej) > − < iJ ′df(ej), iJ ′df(ej) >
+ < idf(Jej), iJ
′df(ej) > − < J ′df(Jej), iJ ′df(ej) >
+ < df(ej), idf(Jej) > + < iJ
′df(ej), idf(Jej) >
− < idf(Jej), idf(Jej) > + < J ′df(Jej), idf(Jej) >
+ < df(ej), J
′df(Jej) > + < iJ
′df(ej), J
′df(Jej) >




j=1 [< df(ej), df(ej) > + < df(Jej), df(Jej) >




j=1 << ∂̄f̄(ηj̄) , ∂̄f̄(ηj̄) >>
=
∑n
j=1 < ∂̄f̄(ηj̄) , ∂̄f̄(ηj̄) >
=
∑n















[ df(ej) + iJ








j=1 < df(ej) + iJ
′df(ej) + idf(Jej)− J ′df(Jej) ,




j=1 [ < df(ej), df(ej) > + < iJ
′df(ej), df(ej) >
+ < idf(Jej), df(ej) > − < J ′df(Jej), df(ej) >
− < df(ej), iJ ′df(ej) > − < iJ ′df(ej), iJ ′df(ej) >
− < idf(Jej), iJ ′df(ej) > + < J ′df(Jej), iJ ′df(ej) >
− < df(ej), idf(Jej) > − < iJ ′df(ej), idf(Jej) >
− < idf(Jej), idf(Jej) > + < J ′df(Jej), idf(Jej) >
− < df(ej), J ′df(Jej) > − < iJ ′df(ej), J ′df(Jej) >




j=1 [< df(ej), df(ej) > + < df(Jej), df(Jej) >
+2 < df(Jej), J
′df(ej) >] . Thus, we obtain
1
2
|df |2 = 1
2
∑n
j=i [ < df(ej), df(ej) > + < df(Jej), df(Jej) > ]
= |∂f |2 + |∂̄f |2 . 
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1.3 Connections in the space of differential maps
Let u : (Mn, g, J) → (Nk, h, J ′) be a C∞ map between almost Hermitian
manifolds of dimensions n, k together with Riemannian metrics g, h and almost
complex structures J, J ′, respectively, i.e. let u ∈ C∞(M,N) .
Let ∇M denote the Levi-Civita connection of M which induces a map
∇M : Γ(TM) → Γ(T ∗M ⊗ TM) .
The musical isomorphisms ] and [ between TM and T ∗M induces a dual con-
nection ∇∗ on T ∗M as follows : for X, Y ∈ Γ(TM), w ∈ Γ(T ∗M) ,
(∇∗Xw)(Y ) = (∇MX w])[(Y )
= gx(∇MX w], Y )
= X(gx(w
], Y )) − gx(w],∇MX Y )
= Xw(Y ) − w(∇MX Y ) .
Furthermore, the compatibility of∇M with gij induces the compatibility of∇∗ with
the inverse metric gij on T ∗M as follows : for w, z ∈ Γ(T ∗M)
Xg∗(w, z) = g∗(∇∗Xw, z) + g∗(w,∇∗Xz)
Indeed,
RHS = g((∇∗Xw)], z]) + g(w], (∇∗Xz)])
= g(∇MX w], z]) + g(w],∇MX z])
= Xw(z]) = LHS .
Thus, ∇∗ is a Riemannian connection.









for the fiber Tu(x)N of u∗TN over x . Define a connection ∇̃ in u∗TN induced
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Equivalently, in the invariant form
∇̃XW = ∇Ndu(X)W , where X ∈ Γ(TM) , W ∈ Γ(u∗TN) .
If h ∈ Γ(TN ⊗ TN) is a metric in TN , then
(u∗h)x = hu(x)
defines a fiber metric in u∗TN .
The connections ∇∗ in T ∗M and ∇̃ in u∗TN induce a connection ∇ on
T ∗M ⊗ u∗TN as follows :
∇X(w ⊗W ) = (∇∗Xw) ⊗W + w ⊗ (∇̃XW )
where w ∈ T ∗M , W ∈ u∗TN , X ∈ TM . Thus, the differential of the map
u ∈ C∞(M,N) defines the C∞ section du ∈ Γ(T ∗M ⊗u∗TN) and the covariant
differential of du , ∇du ∈ Γ(T ∗M ⊗T ∗M ⊗u∗TN) , defines a 2-form with value
in the induced bundle, called the second fundamental form of the map u .
Lemma 1.2. Let u ∈ C∞(M,N) and X, Y ∈ Γ(TM) . Then,
∇du(X, Y ) = ∇̃Xdu(Y ) − du(∇MX Y ) .
Proof : For w ∈ Γ(T ∗M) , W ∈ Γ(u∗TN) ,
∇̃X [ (w ⊗W )(Y ) ] − (w ⊗W )(∇MX Y )
= ∇̃X [ w(Y )⊗W ] − w(∇MX Y )⊗W
= Xw(Y )⊗W + w(Y )⊗ ∇̃XW − w(∇MX Y )⊗W
= (∇∗Xw)(Y )⊗W + w(∇MX Y )⊗W + w(Y )⊗∇̃XW − w(∇MX Y )⊗W
= [ (∇∗Xw)⊗W + w ⊗ (∇̃XW ) ](Y )
= (∇X(w ⊗W ))(Y )
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= ∇(w ⊗W )(X, Y )
Since du is a special case of an arbitrary 1-form with value in the induced bundle




The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge but imagination.
A. Einstein
2.1 Ω-Harmonic maps
Let u : (Mn, g) → (Nk, h) be a C∞ map between Riemannian manifolds of
dimensions n, k and with Riemannian metrics g, h, respectively. We follow the
notations in [8]. Let
Ω : M ×N × R → (0,∞)
(x, y, t) 7−→ Ω(x, y, t)
be a positive function. For any compact domain D of M , the Ω- energy functional




Ω(x, u(x), e(u)(x)) dvg











where |du| is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the differential du .
Here {ei}ni=1 is an orthonormal frame field on M . A C∞ map u is called Ω-
harmonic if it is a critical point of the Ω-energy over any compact subset D ⊂M .
The First Variation of the Ω− energy functional.
Denote ∂t = ∂∂t , Ω
′ = ∂t(Ω) , Ω
′′ = ∂t(∂t(Ω)) and define
Ωu(x) = Ω(x, u(x), e(u)(x))
Ω′u(x) = Ω








Let { ut }t ∈ (− ε,ε) be a C∞ variation of u supported in D and denote the variation
vector field of u by V = ∂ut
∂t
|t=0 = dut( ∂∂t)|t=0. Define
φ : M × (− ε, ε) → N by
φ(x, t) = ut (x) , where uo(x) = u(x) .
Let ∇φ , ∇̃ be the induced connections on φ∗TN and u∗TN . Then for any vector
field X on M , considered as a vector field on M×(− ε, ε) , we have
[ ∂
∂t
, X ] = 0 .
Let x ∈ M . Choose a local orthonornal frame field {ei}i=1,...,n which is normal at
x, i.e.
∇eiej|x = 0 ∀i, j = 1, ..., n.













[ dΩ ( dφ( ∂
∂t
)) + dΩ( ∂
∂t












[ < (gradNΩ) ◦ u , V > +
∑










[ < (gradNΩ) ◦ u , V > +
∑
div (< V , Ω′u du(ei) > ei)
−
∑
< V , ei(Ω
′
u) du(ei) > −
∑












< V , du(gradM Ω′u) > dvg −
∫
D








< τΩ (u) , V > dvg
where in the second equality we have used the following fact
∂
∂t
(e(ut))|t=0 = < ∇̃ ∂
∂t
dut(ei), dut(ei) > |t=0
= < ∇̃eidut( ∂∂t), dut(ei) > |t=0
= < ∇̃eiV, du(ei) >
and in the last equality, the Ω - tension field is given by
τΩ(u) = − (gradN Ω ) ◦ u + du( gradM Ω′u ) + Ω′u τ(u) ,
where τ(u) is the tension field of u given by






i=1 [ ∇̃eidu(ei) − du(∇Mei ei) ] . 
The Second Variation of the Ω− energy functional.
Let u : (Mn, g) → (Nk, h) be an Ω-harmonic map between Riemannian




|s,t=0 , W = ∂ut,s∂s |s,t=0
Define φ : M × (− ε, ε)× (− ε, ε) −→ N by
φ(x, t, s) = ut,s(x) , uo,o(x) = u(x) .
For any vector field X on M, considered as a vector field onM×(−ε, ε)×(−ε, ε)
we have
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[ ∂t , X ] = [ ∂s , X ] = [ ∂t , ∂s ] = 0 .
Let x ∈ M . Choose a local orthonornal frame field {ei}i=1,...,n which is normal at
x, i.e.
∇eiej|x = 0 ∀i, j = 1, ..., n.
Then , at x we have
∂2
∂s∂t






























N Ω) ◦ u , dφ (∂t) >



















< ∇φ∂t dφ(ei) , dφ(ei) > ∂s (Ω
′
ut,s) ] |s,t=0 dvg
The following calculations of each term in the above integral are straightforward.
In the first term of the integral, since [V,W ] = 0 , we have
< V,∇W grad Ω > = ∇W < V, grad Ω > − < ∇WV, grad Ω >
= ∇W dΩ(V ) − < ∇WV, grad Ω >
= ∇V dΩ(W ) + dΩ([W,V ])− < ∇WV, grad Ω >
= ∇V < W, grad Ω > − < ∇VW, grad Ω >




NΩ) ◦ u > |s,t=0 = < W , (∇NV gradN Ω) ◦ u >










dφ(∂t) , dφ(ei) > Ω
′
ut,s |s,t=0
= Ω′ut,s < R
N(dφ(∂s), dφ(ei))dφ(∂t) , dφ(ei) > |s,t=0
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+ Ω′ut,s < ∇
φ
ei
∇φ∂s dφ(∂t) , dφ(ei) > |s,t=0
= Ω′ < RN(W,dφ(ei))V , dφ(ei) >
+ Ω′ut,s < ∇
φ
ei
∇φ∂s dφ(∂t) , dφ(ei) > |s,t=0
= − Ω′ < RN(V, dφ(ei))dφ(ei),W >
+ Ω′ut,s < ∇
φ
ei
∇φ∂s dφ(∂t) , dφ(ei) > |s,t=0
= − Ω′ < RN(V, dφ(ei))dφ(ei),W >
+ ei < ∇φ∂s dφ(∂t) , Ω
′
ut,sdφ(ei) > |s,t=0




= − Ω′ < RN(V, dφ(ei))dφ(ei),W >
+ ei < ∇φ∂s dφ(∂t) , Ω
′
ut,sdφ(ei) > |s,t=0










= − Ω′ < RN(V, dφ(ei))dφ(ei),W >
+ div(< ∇φ∂s dφ(∂t) , Ω
′
ut,sdφ(ei) > ei) |s,t=0
− < ∇φ∂s dφ(∂t) , dφ (grad
M Ω′ut,s) > |s,t=0
− < ∇φ∂s dφ(∂t) , Ω
′
ut,s τ(φ) > |s,t=0
In the fourth term, since
ei < Ω
′ ∇̃eidφ(∂t) , dφ(∂s) > − < ∇̃ei(Ω′ ∇̃eidφ(∂t)) , dφ(∂s) >
= < Ω′ ∇̃eidφ(∂t) , ∇̃eidφ(∂s) > , we get





= < Ω′ ∇̃eidφ(∂t) , ∇̃eidφ(∂s) >
= div(< Ω′ ∇̃eidφ(∂t) , dφ(∂s) > ei)− < ∇̃ei(Ω′ ∇̃eidφ(∂t)) , dφ(∂s) >
In the fifth term, from the following equations
dΩ′ ( dφ(∂s) ) |s,t=0 = < W, (gradN Ω′) ◦ u > ,
dΩ′ ( ∂s(e(ut,s)) ) |s,t=0 = Ω′′u < ∇̃eiW , du(ei) > ,
dΩ′ ( dφ(∂s) ) + dΩ
′ ( ∂s(e(ut,s)) ) = ∂s ( Ω
′(x, ut,s(x), e(ut,s)(x)) )
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= ∂s ( Ω
′
ut,s ) ,
we obtain the following
< ∇φ∂tdφ(ei) , dφ(ei) > ∂s (Ω
′
ut,s) |s,t=0
=< ∇̃V, du >< W, (gradN Ω′) ◦ u > + < ∇̃V, du > Ω′′u < ∇̃eiW,du(ei) >
= < W,< ∇̃V, du > (gradN Ω′) ◦ u >
+ ei(< W,< ∇̃V, du > Ω′′u du(ei) >)
− < W, ∇̃ei [ < ∇̃V, du > Ω′′u du(ei) ] >
= < W,< ∇̃V, du > (gradN Ω′) ◦ u >
+ div(< W,< ∇̃V, du > Ω′′u du(ei) > ei)
− < W, ∇̃ei [ < ∇̃V, du > Ω′′u du(ei) ] >
Note that the second term in the integral combines with the last two negative terms
in the third term of the integral to give the Ω-tension field with the negative sign
which vanishes for an Ω-harmonic map .








[ < (∇NV gradN Ω) ◦ u , W >
− Ω′
∑
< RN(V, dφ(ei)) dφ(ei) , W >
−
∑
< ∇̃ei(Ω′ ∇̃eiV ) , W >
+ < < ∇̃V, du > (gradN Ω′) ◦ u , W >
−
∑




< JΩ,u (V ),W > dvg ,
where the Ω-Jacobi operator JΩ,u (V ) ∈ Γ(u∗TN ) is given by
JΩ,u (V ) = − Ω′u tr RN(V, du)du − tr ∇̃ [Ω′u ∇̃V ] + ( ∇NV gradN Ω ) ◦ u
+ < ∇̃V, du > ( gradN Ω′ )◦u − tr ∇̃ [< ∇̃V, du > Ω′′u du] . 
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The Stress− Energy Tensor of an Ω− harmonic map.
Let u : (Mn, g) → (Nk, h) be a C∞ map between Riemannian manifolds of
dimensions n, k and with Riemannian metrics g, h, respectively. Let
Ω : M ×N × R → (0,∞)
(x, y, t) 7−→ Ω(x, y, t)









( Ω(x, u(x), e(u)(x) ) |t=0 dvg +
∫
D






























g >⊗2T ∗M dvg
Thus , we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. d
dt
EΩ (u;D)|t=0 = 12
∫
D
< Ωu g − Ω′u u∗h , ∂∂t g > dvg .
Definition 2.2. The stress energy tensor of an Ω-harmonic map u : M → N is
given by
SΩ (u) = Ωu g − Ω′u u∗h .
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2.2 F-harmonic Maps
Let u : (Mn, g) → (Nk, h) be a C∞ map betwenn Riemannian manifolds of
dimensions n, k and with Riemannian metrics g, h. Let F : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) be
a strictly increasing C2 function with F (0) = 0. To study F-harmonic maps we set




Then u is an F-harmonic map if for every compact subset D ⊂ M , u is a critical






|du|2 ) dvg ,
where |du| is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the differential du . This is equivalent to
saying that iff for any compactly supported variation ut : M → N,−ε < t < ε ,
with uo = u , the following equation holds
∂
∂t
EF (ut) = 0 .
Let ∇M , ∇N be the Levi-Civita connections of M , N and ∇̃ be the induced
connection on u∗TN defined by
∇̃XW = ∇Ndu(X)W , where X ∈ Γ(TM) , W ∈ Γ(u∗TN) .
Choose a local orthonormal frame field {ei} on M. If we set ∇ = ∇T
∗M ⊗ u∗TN ,
then the F-tension field is given by
































































= du( gradM F ′( |du|
2
2




where τ(u) = trace ∇du =
∑
[ ∇̃eidu(ei) − du(∇Mei ei) ] .





EF (ut ; D) |t=0 = −
∫
D
< V , τF (u) > dvg ,
where V = ∂ut
∂t
|t=0 .
Proof : Let Ω (x, y, t) = F (t) ,
Ωu (x, u(x), e(u)(x)) = F (e(u)(x)) = F (
|du|2
2

















[ dΩ ( dφ( ∂
∂t
) + dΩ( ∂
∂t














ei < V , Ω
′
u du(ei) > −
∑






div (< V , Ω′u du(ei) > ei) −
∑










div (< V , Ω′u du(ei) > ei) dvg −
∫
D








< V , du(gradM Ω′u) + Ω
′




< V , τF (u) > dvg . 
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) [ < ∇̃V, ∇̃W > −
∑n
i=1 h( R




< JF,u(V ),W > dvg ,




|s,t=0 , W = ∂ut,s∂s |s,t=0 .
In particular, the F-Jacobi operator is given by
JF,u (V ) = − F ′( |du|
2
2








Proof : Let Ω (x, y, t) = F (t) . In particular, let














− < tr ∇̃ [Ω′u ∇̃ V ] , W >
= −
∑





u ∇̃eiV , W > +
∑
< Ω′u ∇̃eiV , ∇̃eiW >
= −
∑
div ( < Ω′u ∇̃eiV , W > ei ) + Ω′u < ∇̃V , ∇̃W >
and
− < tr ∇̃ [< ∇̃ V, du > Ω′′u du] , W >
= −
∑
< ∇̃ei ( < ∇̃V , du > Ω′′u du(ei)) , W >
= −
∑
ei < < ∇̃V , du > Ω′′u du(ei) , W >
+
∑




div (< < ∇̃V , du > Ω′′u du(ei) , W > ei )
+ Ω′′u < ∇̃V , du >< ∇̃W , du >
Since Ω is now a function on M independent of N, it follows that
gradN Ω = gradN Ω′ = 0
and thus in this case, the Ω−Jacobi operator simpliflies to
JΩ,u (V ) = − Ω′u tr RN(V, du)du − tr ∇̃ [Ω′u ∇̃V ] − tr ∇̃ [< ∇̃V, du > Ω′′u du]
In particular, the F-Jacobi operator is given by
JF,u (V ) = − F ′( |du|
2
2

























Taking inner product with W, integrating and using the divergence theorem yield∫
D
























) < ∇̃V , du >< ∇̃W , du > dvg . 
Set I(V,W ) = ∂
2
∂s∂t
|s,t=0 EF (us,t) .
Definition 2.5. An F-harmonic map u is stable ( or F-stable ) if for any compactly
supported vector field V along u , we have
I(V, V ) ≥ 0 ,
i.e. if the eigenvalues of the F-Jacobi operator JF,u are all nonnegative.
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Definition 2.6. The stress energy tensor of an F-harmonic map u : M → N is
defined by
SF (u) = F (e(u)) g − F ′(e(u)) u∗h = F ( |du|
2
2




The following two propositions are well-known. However, the proofs vary
among the authors. Here, we give our own version in order to fix notations for
later use.
Proposition 2.7. ( div SF (u)) (X) = − < τF (u), du(X) > .
Proof : Choose a local orthonormal frame field {ei} normal at p ∈M .
For X ∈ TpM, we have
( div SF (u)) (X)
=
∑n
i=1 (∇ei SF (u))(ei, X)
=
∑n
i=1 ∇ei ( SF (u)(ei, X)) −
∑n
i=1 SF (u) (ei,∇eiX)
=
∑n
i=1 ∇ei [F (
|du|2
2
) < ei, X > − F ′( |du|
2
2











) < du(ei), du(∇eiX) >
=
∑n
i=1 (∇ei F ′(
|du|2
2



































































) < ∇̃Xdu(ej), du(ej) >
−
∑
< ∇F ′( |du|
2
2












) < du(ei), ∇̃Xdu(ei) >
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= − < du(∇F ′( |du|
2
2
)), du(X) > − F ′( |du|
2
2
) < τ(U), du(X) >
= − < du(∇F ′( |du|
2
2
)) + F ′( |du|
2
2
)τ(u) , du(X) > . 
Corollary 2.8. Any F-harmonic map satisfies the conservation law, i.e.
div SF (u) ≡ 0 .
Proof : This follows directly from Proposition 2.8.
Proposition 2.9.









) < du(X), du(ei) > ei)
− < du(X), τF (u) > + < SF (u),∇θX > .
Proof : For brevity we will use∇ for gradient when the context is clear.





= F ( |du|
2
2




= F ( |du|
2
2












) < ∇̃Xdu(ei), du(ei) >








) < (∇̃Xdu)(ei), du(ei) >








) < (∇̃eidu)(X), du(ei) >














) < du(∇eiX), du(ei) >














) < du(∇eiX), du(ei) >





















) < du(∇eiX), du(ei) >
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) < du(∇eiX), du(ei) >















)ei < du(X), du(ei) > −
∑
< du(X), < ∇F ′( |du|
2
2
), ei > du(ei) >
−
∑
< du(X), F ′( |du|
2
2





) < du(∇eiX), du(ei) >





< ∇F ′( |du|
2
2





















) < du(∇eiX), du(ei) >





< ∇F ′( |du|
2
2






) < ∇ < du(X), du(ei) >, ei >
− < du(X), du(∇F ′( |du|
2
2









) < du(∇eiX), du(ei) >





< ∇(F ′( |du|
2
2
) < du(X), du(ei) >), ei >







< ∇eiX, ej > ej), du(ei) >








) < du(X), du(ei) > ei)







) < du(ej), du(ei) >< ∇eiX, ej >
=
∑
div (F ′( |du|
2
2
) < du(X), du(ei) > ei) − < du(X), τF (u) >
+
∑
ij [ F (
|du|2
2
) δij − F ′( |du|
2
2
) < du(ej), du(ei) >] < ∇eiX, ej >
=
∑
div (F ′( |du|
2
2
) < du(X), du(ei) > ei) − < du(X), τF (u) >
+ < SF (u),∇θX > . 
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Corollary 2.10. If u : (M, g)→ (N, h) is a C2 F-harmonic map and D ⊂⊂M
a C1 compact domain with smooth hypersurface boundary ∂D, then∫
∂D
SF (u)(X, ν) dSg =
∫
D
< SF (u),∇θX > dvg +
∫
D
(div SF (u))(X) dvg
where θX is the dual of X ∈ TM and ν is the unit normal vector of ∂D .
Proof : Applying Stokes’ theorem to the preceding two propositions. 
Lemma 2.11. (Weitzenböck Formula) [16] : For any p-form σ ∈ Ap(E) ,
∆σ = − trace ∇2σ + S(σ)
where Sxσ(X1, ...Xp) =
∑
ik(−1)k (R(ei, Xk)σ)(ei, X1, ..., X̂k, ..., Xp) , if p ≥ 1
= 0 , if p = 0 .
Remark 2.12. Let f : M → N be a C∞ map.











RN(df(ei), df(X))df(ei) + df(Ric
MX) , and
∆df(X) = − trace ∇2df(X) + S(df)(X)
= − ∇̃∗∇̃df(X) −
∑
RN(df(ei), df(X))df(ei) + df(Ric
MX)




) = F ′′( |du|
2
2
) |du|2 | ∇|du| |2 + F ′( |du|
2
2


















= ∇(F ′( |du|
2
2
) < ∇du, du >)
= F ′′( |du|
2
2
) < ∇du, du >2 + F ′( |du|
2
2




= F ′′( |du|
2
2
) |du|2 |∇|du| |2 + F ′( |du|
2
2




N(du(ei), du(ej))du(ej), du(ei) > +
∑
< du(RicMei), du(ei) >}. 
Proposition 2.14. Let (N, h) be a Riemannian manifold and F : [0,∞) → [0,∞)
be a strictly increasing C 2 function. If u : S2 → (N, h) is an F-harmonic map
from the unit 2-sphere, then the following equality holds










trace < du(∇W gradF ′( |du|
2
2








where I is the index form and the vector field W is the orthogonal projection of any
parallel vector field in R3.
Proof : Consider the isometric embedding of S2 in R3 .
Let p ∈ S2 and a ∈ R3 . Define φ(p) = < a, p > , ∀p ∈ S2, and set
W = grad φ .
Let ∇ and ∇̄ be the Levi-Civita connections on S2 and R3 with respect to the
standard flat metric, respectively. Choose an orthonormal frame field {ei}i=1,2 in
S2 normal at p ∈ S2 , i. e.






i=1 ei < a, p > ei
=
∑2




i=1 < a, ei > ei
Thus W is the orthogonal projection of a parallel vector field in R3 onto S2 and it
is easy to see that ∇eiW |p = 0 , ∀i = 1, 2.
Then for any vector field X ∈ Γ(TS2), we obtain
∇XW = −φX and
trace∇2W = −W .
To see this, let p be a point on S2 with the above local orthonormal frame field {ei}.
Then at p, we have
∇XW = (∇̄XW )T
= ∇̄XW − (∇̄XW )⊥
= ∇̄X(
∑
< a, ei > ei) − < ∇̄X(
∑
< a, ei > ei), p > p
=
∑
< a, ∇̄Xei > ei +
∑
< a, ei > (∇̄Xei)
− <
∑
< a, ∇̄Xei > ei, p > p −
∑
< a, ei >< ∇̄Xei, p > p
=
∑
< a, ∇̄Xei > ei +
∑
< a, ei > [ (∇Xei) + (∇̄Xei)⊥ ]
−
∑
< a, ei >< ∇̄Xei, p > p
=
∑
< a, ∇̄Xei > ei
=
∑
< a,∇Xei + (∇̄Xei)⊥ > ei
=
∑
< a,< ∇̄Xei, p > p > ei
= −
∑
< a,< ei, ∇̄Xp > p > ei , since < ei, p >= 0
= − < a, p >
∑
< ei, ∇̄Xp > ei
= − < a, p >
∑
< ei, X > ei
= − < a, p > X














< ∇φ, ei > ei
= − ∇φ
= −W .
Let du(W ) ∈ Γ(u∗TN) be a vector field along the map u where W ∈ Γ(TS2)
is a vector field on S2 defined as above. We write F ′ = F ′( |du|
2
2
) and consider the
trace of the index form




trace < JF,u(du(W )), du(W ) > dvg ,
where the F-Jacobi operator is defined by




∇̃ei [F ′∇̃ei(du(W ))]
−
∑
∇̃ei [< ∇̃(du(W )), du > F ′′ du(ei)]
Henceforth, all calculations are carried out locally at p ∈ S2.∑2
i=1 ∇̃ei [F ′ ∇̃ei(du(W )]
=
∑
(∇̃eiF ′)(∇̃ei(du(W ))) +
∑
F ′∇̃ei∇̃eidu(W )
= ∇̃gradF ′du(W ) + F ′
∑
∇̃ei∇̃eidu(W )






since ∇Xdu(Y ) = ∇Y du(X) + du([X, Y ])
= ∇̃Wdu(gradF ′) + du(∇gradF ′W ) - du(∇WgradF ′)
+F ′
∑














∇̃[ei,W ]du(ei) + F ′
∑
du([ei, [ei,W ]) ,
where we use
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∇gradF ′W = ∇∑<gradF ′,ei>eiW = ∑ < gradF ′, ei > ∇eiW = 0
and [ei,W ] = ∇eiW −∇W ei = 0 ,
=
∑
∇̃Wdu(gradF ′) - du(∇WgradF ′) + F ′
∑
RN(du(ei), du(W ))du(ei)
+F ′∇̃W [τ(u) +
∑
du(∇eiei)] + F ′
∑




[ ∇̃eidu(ei)− du(∇eiei) ]
=
∑
∇̃Wdu(gradF ′) - du(∇WgradF ′) + F ′
∑
RN(du(ei), du(W ))du(ei)
+F ′∇̃W τ(u) + F ′
∑








∇̃Wdu(gradF ′) - du(∇WgradF ′) - F ′
∑
RN(du(W ), du(ei))du(ei)





du(∇W∇eiei) + F ′
∑
du(∇ei∇eiW ) - F ′
∑
du(∇ei∇W ei)
= - du(∇WgradF ′) - F ′
∑
RN(du(W ), du(ei))du(ei) - (∇WF ′)τ(u)
+F ′
∑
du[∇W∇eiei −∇ei∇W ei] + F ′
∑
du(∇ei∇eiW ) , here
τF (u) = du(gradF
′) + F ′ τ(u) = 0 and ∇eiei = 0 ,
= - du(∇WgradF ′) - F ′
∑
RN(du(W ), du(ei))du(ei) - (∇WF ′)τ(u)
+F ′du(
∑
RM(W, ei)ei) + F ′du(
∑
(∇ei∇eiW )
= - du(∇WgradF ′) - F ′
∑
RN(du(W ), du(ei))du(ei) - (∇WF ′)τ(u)
+F ′du(Ricci W ) + F ′du(trace ∇2W ) ,
here we note that on the unit n-sphere Sn
RicciS
n
(W ) = (n− 1) W
and since trace∇2W = −W , the last two terms vanish
= - du(∇WgradF ′) - F ′
∑
RN(du(W ), du(ei))du(ei) - (∇WF ′)τ(u) .
The following calculations are straightforward :
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= trace du (
∑




)) < a, ej > ej)
= trace du (
∑




), ei > ej < a, ei >< a, ej > )
= du (
∑




), ei > ei < a, ei >
2 )




trace < W (F ′( |du|
2
2
)) τ(u), du(W ) >








= < τ(u),− F ′( |du|
2
2
) τ(u) > , by the F-harmonicity condition .
Thus, we obtain
trace < JF,u(du(W )), du(W ) >
= trace [−F ′ <
∑
RN(du(W ), du(ei))du(ei), du(W ) > + < du(∇WgradF ′), du(W ) >
+F ′ <
∑
RN(du(W ), du(ei))du(ei), du(W ) > + < (∇WF ′)τ(u), du(W ) >
−
∑
< ∇̃ei (< ∇̃(du(W )), du > F ′′du(ei)) , du(W ) > ]
= trace [< W (F ′) τ(u) , du(W ) > + < du(∇W grad F ′) , du(W ) >
−
∑
ei ( < (< ∇̃du(W ), du > F ′′du(ei)) , du(W ) > )
+
∑
< (< ∇̃du(W ), du > F ′′du(ei)) , ∇̃eidu(W ) >]
= − F ′ |τ(u)|2 + trace < du(∇W grad F ′) , du(W ) >
− trace
∑
div (<< ∇̃du(W ), du > F ′′du(ei), du(W ) > ei)
+ trace (< ∇̃du(W ), du >)2 F ′′
By the divergence theorem, the integral of the third term in the last equality vanishes
and the lemma follows by integration. 
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Theorem 2.15. Let u : (Mn, g) → (Nk, h) be a stable F-harmonic map from a
complete noncompact Riemannian manifold M into a complete Riemannian mani-







) { |du|2 |∇φ|2 + φ2 |
∑n











i=1 ( 2 |B(Va, ẽi)|2
− < B(Va, Va), B(ẽi, ẽi) > ) } dvg ,
where dvg is the volume element of M and ẽi := du(ei) .
Proof : The Nash’s embedding theorem says that we can isometrically embed
Nk into Rr for some r. Let {Va}ra=1 be an orthonomal basis in Rr where
V T1 , ..., V
T
k = V1, ..., Vk are tangent to N and
V ⊥k+1, ..., V
⊥
r = Vk+1, ..., Vr are normal to N.
Denote f φ V
T
a




t ◦ u and uo = u ,

















i=1 < ∇̃ei φV Ta , ẽi > )2





i=1 { |∇̃eiφV Ta |2 − < RN(φV Ta , ẽi)ẽi, φV Ta >) }] dvg
Denote ∇̄ the Riemannian connection in Rr . Since Va is parallel in Rr , we get
∇̃eiV Ta = ∇Nẽi V
T
a
= (∇̄ẽi V Ta )T
= (∇̄ẽi [ Va − V ⊥a ])T
= − (∇̄ẽi V ⊥a )T
= A V ⊥a (ẽi)










i=1 < (ei φ) V
T





i=1 < (ei φ) V
T

























i=1 B(ẽi, ẽi), Va >
2
= | du(∇φ) |2 + φ2 |
∑n
i=1 B(ẽi, ẽi) |2
= | du |2 | ∇φ |2 + φ2 |
∑n
i=1 B(ẽi, ẽi) |2 ,
since we can choose a local orthonornal frame field e1, ..., en such that e1 is the
unit vector field in the direction of the gradient vector field∇φ, it follows that














i=1 { (eiφ)2 |V Ta |2 + 2(eiφ)φ < V Ta , ∇̃ei V Ta > +φ2|∇̃eiV Ta |2 }




i=1 { 2(eiφ)φ < V Ta , A V ⊥a (ẽi) > +φ
2|∇̃eiV Ta |2 }




i=1 { φ2 | A V ⊥a (ẽi)|
2 }
By the Gauss curvature equation, we obtain∑r
a=1
∑n
i=1 { | A V ⊥a (ẽi)|









Le génie est la longue patience.
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The Kahler structures were introduced with the following motivation : given
any Hermitian metric on a complex manifold (M,h), the fundamental 2-form ω













i.e. the whole metric tensor is defined by a unique function! This remarkable
property of the metric allows one to obtain simple explicit expressions for the Ricci
and curvature tensors and a long list of miracles then occurs.
There is another remarkable property of Kahler metrics : every point x in a
Riemannian manifold has a local coordinate system {xi} such that the metric
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osculates to the Euclidean metric to the order 2 at x. These special coordinate
systems are the normal coordinates around each point. On a Hermitian manifold,
the existence of normal holomorphic coordinates around each point is equivalent to
the Kahler condition, i.e. the metric is Kahler. Applications of Kahler manifolds
have been widely researched in differential geometry, complex analysis, algebraic
geometry, and theoretical physics.
In section 3.1, we gather a few relevant facts about Kahler geomtry. In section
3.2, we calculated the holomorphic sectional curvature of the complex hyperbolic
space CHn . Then we give a detail description of the complex projective space
CP n. Along the way, we show that when n = 1, CP 1 behaves exactly like the unit
sphere S2. A list of other well-known Kahler manifolds are also given.
3.1 Kahler manifolds
An almost complex manifoldM is a real manifold with a field J of endomorphisms
of TM such that J2 = − I . This operator J can be extended linearly to an
operator, also denoted by J , on the complexified tangent bundle TMC with fiber
TxM ⊗ C at x in M , which induces a decomposotion
TMC = TM1,0 ⊕ TM0,1
of the bundles of the eigenspaces of J on TMC associated to the eigenvalues i, - i
and further induces a dual decomposition of the complexified cotangent bundles
T ∗MC = T ∗M1,0 ⊕ T ∗M0,1
A Hermitian metric on an almost complex manifold M is a Riemannian metric
g satisfying
g(JX, JY ) = g(X, Y ) , ∀X, Y ∈ Γ(TM). Then it follows that
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g(X, JY ) = − g(JX, Y )
g(X, JX) = 0
An almost complex manifold with a Hermitian metric is called almost Hermitian.
Proposition 3.1. [61] Every almost complex manifold admits a Hermitian metric
provided it is paracompact.
Proof : Since it is paracompact, we can take a Riemannian metric h and set
g(X, Y ) = h(X, Y ) + h(JX, JY ). Then
g(JX, JY ) = h(JX, JY ) + h(J2X, J2Y )
= h(JX, JY ) + h(X, Y )
= g(X, Y ). 
The Hermitian metric g on an almost Hermitian manifold M extends to a com-
plex bilinear form on TMC and thus induces on TM1,0 the Hermitian form associ-
ated to X, Y ∈ TxM1,0 the number g(X, Ȳ ).
The almost complex structure J of an n-dimensional manifold M is integrable








) = − ∂
∂xj
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n .
Theorem 3.2. [42] Any integrable almost complex structure is induced by a
complex structure.
Proposition 3.3. [36] An almost complex structure is integrable iff the Lie bracket
of vector fields preserves TM0,1 , i.e. [TM0,1 , TM0,1] ⊂ TM0,1 .
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To every almost complex structure J , we can associate a (2,1)-tensor NJ , the
Nijenhuis tensor defined by
NJ(X, Y ) = [X, Y ] − [JX, JY ] + J([JX, Y ] + [X, JY ]) , ∀X, Y ∈ Γ(TM).
Proposition 3.4. [32] Let J be an almost complex structure on a real 2n-dimensional
manifold M. Then J is a complex structure iff NJ = 0.
Remark 3.5. Every almost complex manifold is necessarily of even dimension.
To see this, let (Mn, J) be an almost complex manifold of complex dimension n.
Its almost complex structure Jp acts on the tangent space. Choose a real basis of





⊗ dxµ . It follows that
[Det(J)]2 = Det(J2) = Det(−I) = (−1)n .
Since [Det(J)] is real, [Det(J)]2 is positive, hence n must be even.
Remark 3.6. [6] For n 6= 2, 6, Sn does not admit any almost complex structure.
The Kahler form on an almost Hermitian manifold (M, g, J) is the 2-form
w(X, Y ) = g(X, JY )
It is easy to check that
w(X, Y ) = w(JX, JY ) . Indeed,
w(JX, JY ) = g(JX, J2Y ) = − g(JX, Y ) = g(X, JY ) = w(X, Y )
Definition 3.7. An almost Hermitian manifold (M, g, J) is almost Kahler if the
Kahler form is closed , i.e. dw = 0 . Furthermore, if J is induced by a complex
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structure then almost complex, almost Hermitian, and almost Kahler manifolds are
called complex, Hermitian, and Kahler manifolds.
Let (Mn, g) be a Kahler manifold and R be its curvature tensor. Then we have
R(X, Y )J = JR(X, Y ) , [36] p.145
R(JX, JY ) = R(X, Y )
R(JX, Y ) = − R(X, JY )
Ric(JX, JY ) = Ric(X, Y ) = 1
2
trace(JR(X, JY ))
(∇ZRic)(X, Y ) = (∇XRic)(Y, Z) + (∇JYRic)(JX,Z)
Proposition 3.8. [36] Let (Mn, g, J) be a Kahler manifold. For n ≥ 2 , if M is
of constant sectional curvature then M is flat.
Proof : R(X, Y )Z = c [ g(Y, Z)X − g(X,Z)Y ] for X, Y, Z ∈ Γ(TM)
Since R(JX, JY ) = R(X, Y ) , we get
R(X, Y )Y = c [ g(Y, Y )X − g(X, Y )Y ]
= c [ g(Y, Z)X − g(X,Z)Y ]
= R(JX, JY )Y which implies
(2n − 1) c X = c X
Since n ≥ 2 , we have
(2n − 2) c = 0 =⇒ c = 0. 
In view of this proposition, the notion of constant sectional curvature for Kahler
manifolds is no longer essential. Thus, the notion of constant holomorphic sectional
curvature in Kahler geometry is the analog of sectional curvature in the Riemannian
case.
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The holomorphic sectional curvature HR(v, Jv) for a unit tangent vector v
in a Kahler manifold is the sectional curvature of the plane generated by {v, Jv} .
If HR(v, Jv) does not depend on v, then M is of constant holomorphic sectional
curvature. A complex manifold with constant holomorphic sectional curvature is
a complex space form which must be locally isometric to one of the following
complete, simply connected Kahler manifolds [65] : Cn, CP n(4k2) , CHn(−4k2),
where −4k2 means that the sectional curvature lies in [ −4k2, −k2 ] and likewise
for 4k2 . For these spaces, sectional curvature of the planes spanned by orthonormal
vectors u, v is
g(R(u, v)v, u) = 1
4
HR [1 + 3(g(u, Jv))2 ] .
We also have the following relation :
holomorphic sectional curvature ⊂ holomorphic bisectional curvature ⊂ sec-
tional curvature
Proposition 3.9. [32] A Kahler manifold of constant holomorphic sectional cur-
vature is an Einstein manifold .
Remark 3.10. [21] If the holomorphic bisectional curvature is positive (negative) ,
then so is the Ricci tensor
∑n
i=1 R(Xi, JXi, X, JY ) , where {X1, ..., Xn, JX1, ..., JXn}
is an orthonormal basis of TpM .
Remark 3.11. [25] The Fubini-Study metric on CP n has positive bisectional
curvature.
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3.2 Examples of Kahler manifolds
Example 1. The complex hyperbolic space CHn.
Lemma 3.12. The holomorphic sectional curvature of the complex hyperbolic
space CHn is negatively quarter-pinched.
Proof : It is well-known [28] that we can define the complex hyperbolic
space CHn as
CHn ∼= SU(n, 1) / S(U(n)× U(1))
Let p = C be the first coordinate axis. The isotropy group is given by
S(U(n) × U(1)) which are the matrices in U(n) × U(1) of determinant 1. This
group is naturally isomorphic to U(n) via the map
B 7−→
 B 0
0 − trace B






The canonical decomposition of the Lie algebra is
















∈ Cn , A = − A∗}
The inclusion of u(n) in su(n, 1) is given by B 7−→
 B 0
0 − trace B
.














 | z ∈ Cn} ∼= Cn.
We can use the following standard inner product













































( w∗z + z∗w )
= Re < z,w >
where < z,w > is the standard Hermitian inner product on Cn which is conjugate
linear in the second variable. Note that









z̄kwk = < w, z >









w̄kzk = < z,w >
which implies < z,w > = < w, z > .
The next step is to calculate the Lie bracket on m : let p ∈ CHn , then at p we have






















zw∗ − wz∗ 0
0 z∗w − w∗z

From Corollary 6.3.5 (p.295 [32]) and Lemma 3.2 ( p.243 [47]) , since CHn is
a symmetric space, we get the following for its curvature tensor R.





zw∗ − wz∗ 0






zw∗ − wz∗ 0
0 z∗w − w∗z
−
zw∗ − wz∗ 0






 0 w(z∗w − w∗z)− (zw∗ − wz∗)w
w∗(zw∗ − wz∗)− (z∗w − w∗z)w∗ 0

We observe the following.
[w∗(zw∗ − wz∗)− (z∗w − w∗z)w∗]∗
= (zw∗ − wz∗)∗w − w(z∗w − w∗z)∗
= (wz∗ − zw∗)w − w(w∗z − z∗w)
= w(z∗w − w∗z)− (zw∗ − wz∗)w
Therefore the identification m ∼= Cn yields
R(z, w)w = w(z∗w − w∗z)− (zw∗ − wz∗)w
To compute the sectional curvature, we choose an orthonormal basis {z, w} of a
plane where |z|2 = |w|2 = 1 and Re < z,w >= 0. Then the sectional curvature
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of the plane spanned by {z, w} is given by
sect(z, w) = < R(z, w)w, z >
= < w(z∗w − w∗z)− (zw∗ − wz∗)w , z >
= z∗w(z∗w − w∗z)− z∗(zw∗ − wz∗)w
= z∗wz∗w − z∗ww∗z − z∗zw∗w + z∗wz∗w
= 2 z∗wz∗w − z∗ww∗z − 1
= 2 Re2 < w, z > − 2 Im2 < w, z >
+ 4 i Re < w, z > Im < w, z > − Re2 < w, z > −Im2 < w, z > −1
= Re2 < w, z > − 3 Im2 < w, z >
+ 4 iRe < w, z > Im < w, z > − 1
= − 3 Im2 < w, z > − 1 , since Re < w, z > = 0
Thus it is easy to see that
if < z,w >= 0 then sect is equal to − 1 , and
if w = i z then sect is equal to − 4 .
Since 0 ≤ |Im < w, z > | ≤ 1 , it folows that all other sectional curvatures
lie between [ −4, −1] , i.e. CHn is negatively quarter-pinched. 
Remark 3.13. Let Dn be the open unit ball in Cn defined by
Dn = { (z1, ..., zn) |
∑
zαz̄α < 1 }. Set
w = 4 i ∂∂̄ (1 −
∑
zαz̄α) .
Then the associated metric g is












It is well-known that the complex hyperbolic spaceCHn can be identified with Dn
[36] and thus its Kahler metric is this metric.
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Example 2. The complex projective space CP n .
Consider the complex vector space Cn+1 . A complex linear subspace of com-
plex dimension1 in Cn+1 is a complex line. Define
CP n := the space of all complex lines in Cn+1
:= ( Cn+1 − {0} ) / C∗ , where C∗ acts by multiplication on Cn+1
:= ( Cn+1 − {0} ) / ∼ , where z ∼ w iff ∃ λ ∈ C∗ = C− {0}
such that w = λz . Two points of Cn+1 − {0} are equivalent iff they are complex
linearly dependent, i.e. they lie on the same line. Only the origin [0,...,0] does not
define a point in CP n . Denote [z] = the equivalence class of z. Write
z = (z0, ..., zn) ∈ Cn+1 .
The standard open covering of CP n is given by the n+1 open subsets
Ui = { [z] = [z0, ..., zn] | zi 6= 0 } ⊂ CP n
= the space of all lines not contained in the complex hyperplane {zi = 0}
If CP n is endowed with the quotient topology via
π : Cn+1\{0} −→ ( Cn+1\{0} ) / C∗
then the Ui ’s are indeed open and we obtain a bijection
φi : Ui −→ Cn
φi ([z









) = (w1, ..., wn) ∈ Cn
Thus, CP n becomes a C∞ manifold since the transition maps are diffeomorphisms
φj ◦ φ−1i : φi(Ui ∩ Uj) = {z = (z1, ..., zn) ∈ Cn | zj 6= 0} −→ φj(Ui ∩ Uj)






































φj ◦ φ−1i (z1, ..., zn) = 0 , for k = 1, ..., n.




satisfying the restriction that not all zj vanish identically; as homogeneous coor-
dinates [z] = [z0, ..., zn]. These are not coordinates in the usual sense because a
point in an n-dimensional manifold here is described by (n+1) complex numbers.
The coordinates are defined only up to muliplication with an arbitrary nonvanishing
complex number λ
[z0, ..., zn] = [λz0, ..., λzn]
This fact is expressed by the adjective ”homogeneous”. The coordinates (z1, ..., zn)
defined by the charts φi are Euclidean coordinates.
The vector space structure of Cn+1 induces an analogous structure on CP n by
homogenization : each linear inclusion Ck+1 ⊂ Cn+1 induces an inclusion CP k ⊂
CP n . The image of such an iclusion is called a linear subspace. The image of a
hyperplane in Cn+1 is again called a hyperplane and the image of a 2-dimesional
space C2 is a line.
Instead of considering CP n as a quotient of Cn+1 − {0} we may also view it
as a compactification of Cn . We say that the hyperplane H at infinity is added to
Cn : the inclusion
Cn −→ CP n is given by
(z1, ..., zn) 7−→ [1, z1, ..., zn] := H := a hyperplane CP n−1
Thus, we have a disjoint union of complex Euclidean spaces :
(*) CP n = Cn ∪ CP n−1 = Cn ∪ Cn−1 ∪ ... ∪ C0
Topologically,
CP n = the union of (n+1) cells of real dimension 0, 2, ..., 2n .
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By the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, we may easily compute the cohomology of
CP n from (*) . In order to represent CP n as the union of 2 open sets as required
for the application of this sequence, we put
U = Cn
V = {z ∈ Cn | ||z||2 = zj z̄j > 1} ∪ CP n−1
Then V has CP n−1 as a deformation retract, i.e.
rt : V −→ V , rt(z) = tz for z ∈ Cn where t runs from 1 to∞ ,
rt(w) = w for w ∈ CP n−1 ,
and U ∩ V is homotopically equivalent to the unit sphere S2n−1 of Cn .
It follows from (*) that CP 1 is diffeomorphic to S2 [32]. Indeed, recall that S2
may be described via stereographic projection from the north and south poles by 2
charts with image C and the transition map
z 7−→ 1
z
which is actually the transition map
[1, z] 7−→ [1
z
, 1] of CP 1 .
To introduce a metric on CP n , let
π : Cn+1 − {0} −→ CP n be the standard projection
and consider the holomorphic map
Z : U ⊂ CP n −→ Cn+1 − {0} which is a lift of Id CPn
i.e. a holomorphic map with π ◦ Z = Id CPn . We put
w = i
2
∂∂̄ log ||Z||2 and denote ∂ = ∂
∂Zj
dZj , ∂̄ = ∂
∂Z̄k
dZ̄k .
If Z ′ : U −→ Cn+1 − {0} is another lift, we have
Z ′ = φ Z , where φ is a nowhere vanishing holomorphic function.
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∂∂̄ log ||Z ′||2 = i
2
∂∂̄ ( log ||Z||2 + log φ + log φ̄)
= w + i
2
( ∂∂̄ log φ − ∂̄∂ log φ̄ )
= w .
Thus, w does not depend on the choice of charts and defines a 2-form on CP n.
Next, we want to represent w in local coordinates : let
U0 = { [Z0, ..., Zn] | Z0 6= 0 }



















− zk z̄j dzj∧dz̄k
(1+zlz̄l)2
]






[ (dxj + idyj) ∧ (dxj − idyj) ]
= i
2
[ idyj ∧ dxj − idxj ∧ dyj ]
= i
2
( −2i(dxj ∧ dyj))
= dxj ∧ dyj .
Thus, w is positive definite at the point [1,0,...,0] . Since w is invariant under the
operation of U(n+1) on CP n , it is positive definite everywhere. We generalize the
object w above in the following.
Let M be a complex manifold with local coordinates z = (z1, ..., zn). A Hermitian




where hjk̄(z) depends smoothly on z and is positive definite and Hermitian for





is called the Kahler form of the Hermitian metric.
A hermitian metric hjk̄(z) dzj ⊗ dz̄k is called a Kahler metric, if ∀z ∈ M , ∃ a




j ∧ dz̄k = ∂∂̄u.
Then ∂∂̄u is called the Kahler form. The 2-form w above defines a Kahler metric
on CP n called the Fubini-Study metric [36], which has many special properties.
To obtain the Fubini-Study metric, we consider the homogeneous coordinate system





, j, k = 0, 1, ..., n






















j on Uj ∩ Uk . Then





Since tkj is holomorphic in Uj ∩ Uk , we have
∂̄ log tkj = 0 , ∂ logt
k
j = ∂̄ logt
k
j = 0
From ∂∂̄ = − ∂̄∂ , we obtain on Uj ∩ Uk
∂∂̄ logfj = ∂∂̄ logfk
On each Uj , setting
w = −4 i ∂∂̄ logfj
gives a globally defined closed (1,1)-form w on CP n .

















dtα ∧ dt̄β , where tα = tα0 , α = 1, ..., n . Thus














The metric tensor g associated with this Kahler form w is indeed the Fubini-Study
metric given by





















which is clearly closed and so the metric defines a Kahler structure on Cn . Thus,
Cn is a complete, simply connected flat Kahler manifold.
Example 4. Any complex 1-dimensional manifold Σ i.e. any Riemann surface
is automatically a Kahler manifold since dw is a 3-form and therefore vanishes on
the real 2-dimensional manifold Σ . Any complex submanifold N of a Kahler
manifold M is a Kahler manifold. In particular, all complex projective manifolds,
i.e. those that admit a holomorphic embedding into some complex projective space,
are Kahler manifolds.
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3.3 Noncompact Kahler manifolds






|w|p dvg < ∞ ,
for some real number p , for some point x0 ∈ M is said to be 2-balanced. In partic-
ular, every Lp form is 2-balanced. In particular, a differential form ω satisfying the
above inquality is 2-finite and every Lp form is 2-finite ([56]). More importantly,
2-finite implies 2-balanced.
Remark 3.15. [55] Every 2-balanced, q> 0, holomorphic function f : M → C on
a complete noncompact Kahler manifold is constant.
Remark 3.16. The case f being 2-finite, q> 0 and the case f being 2-moderate, q
> 0 with F ∈ F being nondecreasing are due to Karp [34].
Theorem 3.17. [57] Let M be a complete noncompact manifold of nonnegative







|w|p dvg < ∞ , p > 2
for some x0 ∈ M is parallel. If the Ricci curvature is positive at a point, then every
harmonic 1-form or harmonic (n-1) form satisfying the above condition vanishes
identically. Furthermore, for p > 1 , every Lp harmonic 1-form or harmonic (n-1)
form on M vanishes.
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Theorem 3.18. Let (Mn, g, J) be a complete noncompact Kahler manifold. If at
each point of M the sum of any q eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor is nonnegative then
any 2-finite harmonic form of type (0,q) or (q,0) is parallel. In addition, if M has
infinite volume or the sums of any q eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor are all positive
at some point of M then any such form vanishes.
Proof : Let x∈ M and α be a 2-finite, p > 1, harmonic form of type (0, q),
where 0 < q < n. Choose an orthonormal frame field {V1, ..., Vn, V̄1, ..., V̄n} and
its dual orthonormal coframe field {w1, ..., wn, w̄1, ..., w̄n} whereVi are complex
vector fields of type (1,0). Since the calculation is local and does not depend on
the choice of frames, we can choose these frames to be normal at x. Furthermore,
at everypoint of a Kahler manifold, there exists a local complex coordinate system
which is normal at the given point [36], i.e. let z = (z1, ..., zn) be the local complex
coordinate system normal at a given point x ∈M . Then we have
z(x) = 0
gij̄(x) = δij
dgij̄(x) = 0 i.e. DVi = Dw
i = 0 ,
where D is the Levi-Civita connection on M.
The complex structure J on M induces the following decompositions :
d = ∂ + ∂̄ where ∂ =
∑
wi ∧DVi , ∂̄ =
∑
w̄i ∧DV̄i






and ι(Vi) is the interior multiplication (i.e. contraction) with the vector Vi .
The complex Laplacian is then given by two equivalent formulas via conjugation :











































































w̄i ∧ ι(V̄j)RVj V̄i





















here we have used the skew- symmetric property and the definition of the curvature
tensor.
Remark 1 : Let f = < α, α > , where α is a smooth 1-form on M.
We want to show that f
1
2 is subharmonic, i.e. to show that
f
1
2 ≥ 0 .
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However, the function f
1
2 may not be C∞ at the zeros of the differential form α
and thus we will show that (f + ε)
1
2 ≥ 0 instead. Once we have shown that the
function (f + ε)
1
2 is subharmonic for each ε > 0 then we can conclude that f
1
2 is
also subharmonic since f
1




Remark 2 : If a C∞ positive function h is subharmonic then so is hp for p ≥ 1 .
Indeed,
hp = div(∇hp) = div(php−1∇h) = php−1h+ p(p− 1)hp−2|∇h|2 ≥ 0.
We compute













(< α, α > +ε)
−1





)(< α, α > +ε)
−3
2 (< DViα, α > + < α,DV̄iα >)(< DV̄iα, α >




(< α, α > +ε)
−1
2 [< DViDV̄iα, α > + < DV̄iα,DV̄iα >





)(< α, α > +ε)
−3
2 [− < DViα, α >< DV̄iα, α >
− < α,DViα >< α,DV̄iα > − < α,DV̄iα >< DV̄iα, α >





(< α, α > +ε)
−1
2 (< DViDV̄iα, α > + < α,DV̄iDViα >)
Thus, if the expression inside the square brackets in the last equality is nonneg-
ative then













Next we will show that this expression inside the square brackets is indeed nonneg-
ative. Recall that for a complex number z = x + iy , we have
zz̄ = |z|2 where |z| =
√
x2 + y2
and Re z ≤ |Re z| ≤ |z|.
Applying these properties of complex numbers yields
< α,DV̄iα >< DV̄iα, α > = < α,DV̄iα > < α,DV̄iα > = | < α,DV̄iα > |2
< DViα, α >< α,DViα > = | < DViα, α > |2
Furthermore,
− < DViα, α >< DV̄iα, α > − < α,DViα >< α,DV̄iα > + ||α||2(||DV̄iα||2 + ||DViα||2)
= − < DViα, α >< DV̄iα, α > −< DViα, α >< DV̄iα, α >+ ||α||2(||DV̄iα||2 + ||DViα||2)
= −2Re < DViα, α >< DV̄iα, α > + ||α||2(||DV̄iα||2 + ||DViα||2)
≥ | < DViα, α > | | < DV̄iα, α > |+ ||α||2(||DV̄iα||2 + ||DViα||2)
≥ −2 ||DViα|| ||α|| ||DV̄iα|| ||α||+ ||α||2(||DV̄iα||2 + ||DViα||2)
= ||α||2(||DV̄iα||2 + ||DViα||2)− 2 ||DV̄iα|| ||DViα||)
= ||α||2(||DV̄iα|| − ||DViα||)2
≥ 0
where we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
− | < v,w > |2 + ||v||2 ||w||2 ≥ 0
to obtain the following inequalities
− | < DViα, α > |2 + ||DViα||2 ||α||2 ≥ 0
− | < α,DV̄iα > |2 + ||α||2 ||DV̄iα||2 ≥ 0
Thus, we can rewrite the expression inside the square brackets as follows
[− < DViα, α >< DV̄iα, α > − < α,DViα >< α,DV̄iα > + ||α||2(||DV̄iα||2 + ||DViα||2)
− < α,DV̄iα >< DV̄iα, α > − < DViα, α >< α,DViα > + ||α||2 ||DV̄iα||2
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+ ||DViα||2 ||α||2 + 2ε (||DV̄iα||2 + ||DViα||2)] ≥ 0
Hence, we have proved that








DViDV̄iα, α > + < α,
∑
DV̄iDViα >)
The next step is to show that the right hand side of this inequality is nonnegative.
Since RViV̄jα preserves type and ι(Vj)α = 0, for al form α of type (0,q), we get∑
ij w
i ∧ ι(Vj)RViV̄jα = 0







DViDV̄iα = − α −
∑
RViV̄iα∑
DV̄iDViα = − α , since RViV̄i = − DViDV̄i + DV̄iDVi .
If α is harmonic then
<
∑
DViDV̄iα, α > + < α,
∑
DV̄iDViα > = − <
∑
RViV̄iα, α >
Recall that the pointwise Hermitian inner product <,> on forms is defined as folllows :
for the multi-index I = (i1, ..., iq) such that i1 < ... < iq , we write
wI = wi1 ∧ ... ∧ wiq
w̄J = w̄j1 ∧ ... ∧ w̄jq
By the property of complex inner product [36],
< wI , wJ > = 0 = < w̄I , w̄J > and < wI , w̄J > = δIJ
Extend <,> to act on forms and define the corresponding norm as follows :
< φ, φ̄ > = ||φ||2 , φ ∈ A∗
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We claim that R =
∑
RViV̄i is a Hermitian operator. To see this, let ξ, η be




I , η =
∑
|J |=q ηJ w̄
J
Then,
< ξ, η̄ > =
∑
|I|=q ξI ηI
Since RViV̄if = f RViV̄i1 = 0 for any function f, it follows that
0 = RViV̄i < ξ, η̄ > = < RViV̄iξ, η̄ > + < ξ,RViV̄i η̄ >
which implies
< RViV̄iξ, η̄ > = − < ξ,RViV̄i η̄ > = < ξ,RV̄iVi η̄ > = < ξ,RViV̄iη >
This show thatR is a Hermitian operator and hence it can be diagonalized by some
orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of type (0,1), say {W̄1, ..., W̄n} relative to which
the eigenvalues λi are real, i.e.
R(W̄i) = λiW̄i
Let {θ1, ..., θn, θ̄1, ..., θ̄n} be the coframe field dual to
{W1, ...,Wn, W̄1, ..., W̄n}.
Then duality gives
0 = R(θ̄j(W̄j)) = R(θ̄j)W̄j + θ̄jR(W̄j) = R(θ̄j)W̄j + λj θ̄j W̄j
which gives
R(θ̄j) = − λj θ̄j
For the (0,q) - form α =
∑
|I|=q αJ θ̄
J , we have
R(θ̄j1 ∧ ... ∧ θ̄jq) =
∑q
k=1 θ̄
j1 ∧ ... ∧ R(θ̄jk) ∧ ... ∧ θ̄jq
= − (λj1 + ... + λjq) θ̄J and thus
R(α) = −
∑





At a given point x ∈ M, if
∑q
k=1 λjk ≥ 0 then for all j1 < ... < jq , it follows
that

















We have proved that
(< α, α > +ε)
1
2 ≥ 0 and hence < α, α > 12 is subharmonic .
Moreover, if α 6= 0 and
∑q
k=1 λjk > 0 then (< α, α > +ε)
1
2 > 0.




< α, α >
p
2 < ∞ for some p, 1 < p <∞, then
< α, α > ≡ constant for 1 < p <∞ .
It follows that
0 =  < α, α > =
∑
ViV̄i < α, α > =
∑
Vi [< DV̄iα, α > + < α,DViα >]
=
∑
(< DViDV̄iα, α > + < DV̄iα,DV̄iα > + < DViα,DViα >
+ < α,DViDV̄iα >)
=
∑
(< DViDV̄iα, α > + < α,DViDV̄iα >) +
∑
(||DV̄iα||2 + ||DViα||2)
which means Dα = 0 or α is parallel.
To prove the second assertion we observe that if the volume is infinite then since
α is 2-finite < α, α > must be zero. Thus α ≡ 0 .
Now, regardless of the volume of M , if
< DViDV̄iα, α > + < α,DViDV̄iα > > 0
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then α = 0 at any point where
∑q
k=1 λjk > 0 for all j1 < ... < jq .
Finally,we observe that the calculations for forms of type (q,0) would follow
readily on the same line from those for forms of type (0,q) because conjugation is




The beauty of Mathematics lies in its complexity : indeed, one must
be willing and able to traverve a rabid river of intricate logics and
abstruse abstractions and to trek through rugged mountains and
deep gorges of convoluted calculi to arrive at a surreal valley of
truth ; and whence, the beauty of an ordinary mathematical writing
transcends, permeates and enlightens one’s soul to the greatest of
all possible human intellectual satisfaction. H. T. Nguyen
4.1 F-Harmonic maps from a complete Kahler
manifold with a pole
Let M be a complete simply-connected Kahler manifold. A pole is a point xo ∈M
such that the exponential map
exp : TxoM −→M is a diffeomorphism.
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The radial curvature K of a manifold with a pole is the restriction of the holomor-





in TxM tangent to the unique geodesic joining xo to x and pointing away from xo.
Denote r(x) = dist(xo, x) the distance from xo and define the tensor
g − dr ⊗ dr =
 0 on the radial direction ∂rg on the orthogonal complement ∂⊥r .
Lemma 4.1. [23] (Hessian Comparison Theorems in Riemannian Geometry)
Let (M, g) be a complete Riemannian manifold with a pole xo with its radial
curvature Kr .
(i) If − a2 ≤ Kr ≤ −b2 , a, b > 0 , then
b coth(br) [g − dr ⊗ dr] ≤ Hess(r) ≤ a coth(ar) [g − dr ⊗ dr] .
(ii) If Kr = 0 , then
1
r
[g − dr ⊗ dr] = Hess(r) .
(iii) If −A
(1+r2)1+ε








[g − dr ⊗ dr] .
(iv) If − Ar2q ≤ Kr ≤ − Br2q where A ≥ B > 0 and q > 0 , then
Bor




A) rq [g− dr⊗ dr]







Definition 4.2. The F-degree dF is defined as





Lemma 4.3. [13] Let (M, g) be a complete Riemannian manifold with a pole xo .
If there exist positive functions h1(r), h2(r) on M − {xo} such that
(i) h1(r) [g − dr ⊗ dr] ≤ Hess(r) ≤ h2(r) [g − dr ⊗ dr] and
(ii) 1 ≤ r h2(r) ,
then for X = r ∂r = r ∇r , we have
< SF (u) ,∇θX > ≥ F ( |du|
2
2
) [ 1 + (n− 1)rh1(r) − 2p dF rh2(r) ] .
Theorem 4.4. [13] Let (M, g) be a complete Riemannian manifold with a pole
xo and E → M a Riemannian vector bundle. Let ω ∈ Ap(E) be a differential
p-form with value in the vector bundle E. Assume that the radial curvature Kr
satisfies one of the following three conditions:
(i) − a2 ≤ Kr ≤ −b2 where a, b > 0 and (n− 1)b− 2 p a dF ≥ 0
(ii) Kr = 0 where n− 2 p dF > 0
(iii) −A
(1+r2)1+ε
≤ Kr ≤ B(1+r2)1+ε where ε > 0, A ≥ 0, 0 < B < 2ε, and
n− (n− 1)B
2ε
− 2 p e A2ε dF .




















dF if Kr satisfies (i)
n− 2pdF if Kr satisfies (ii)
n− (n− 1)B
2ε
− 2pe A2εdF if Kr satisfies (iii),
Proposition 4.5. (cf. [13]) Let (M, g) be a complete Riemannian manifold with a
pole xo . Assume that the radial curvature Kr satisfies one of the following three
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conditions:
(i) − a2 ≤ Kr ≤ −b2 where a, b > 0 and (n− 1)b− 2 p a dF ≥ 0
(ii) Kr = 0 where n− 2 p dF > 0
(iii) −A
(1+r2)1+ε
≤ Kr ≤ B(1+r2)1+ε where ε > 0, A ≥ 0, 0 < B < 2ε, and
n− (n− 1)B
2ε
− 2 p e A2ε dF .
Let F : [0,∞) −→ [0,∞) be a strictly increasing C∞ function such that F (0) = 0.




















dF if Kr satisfies (i)
n− 2pdF if Kr satisfies (ii)
n− (n− 1)B
2ε
− 2pe A2εdF if Kr satisfies (iii),
Proof : By Corollary 2.9, the differential du of an F-harmonic map u, con-
sidered as a 1-form with value in the induced bundle, satisfies an F-conservation
law, i.e. SF (u) is divergence-free. Thus, Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4
yield the monotonicity formula for an F-harmonic map. 
Theorem 4.6. (cf. [13]) Let (Mn, g) be a complete Kahler manifold with a pole
xo and (Nk, h) be any Kahler manifold. Assume that the radial curvature Kr
satisfies one of the following three conditions:
(i) − a2 ≤ Kr ≤ −b2 where a, b > 0 and (n− 1)b− 2 p a dF ≥ 0
(ii) Kr = 0 where n− 2 p dF > 0
(iii) −A
(1+r2)1+ε
≤ Kr ≤ B(1+r2)1+ε where ε > 0, A ≥ 0, 0 < B < 2ε, and
n− (n− 1)B
2ε
− 2 p e A2ε dF .
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Let F : [0,∞) −→ [0,∞) be a strictly increasing C∞ function such that F (0) = 0.





) dvg = o (ρ






dF if Kr satisfies (i)
n− 2pdF if Kr satisfies (ii)
n− (n− 1)B
2ε
− 2pe A2εdF if Kr satisfies (iii),
then u is constant.
Proof : By Proposition 4.6, for any 0 < R1 ≤ R2 , we obtain the mono-




















dF if Kr satisfies (i)
n− 2pdF if Kr satisfies (ii)
n− (n− 1)B
2ε
− 2pe A2εdF if Kr satisfies (iii).
















This limit is zero because F is a non-negative smooth function. Furthermore, the
integral on the right-hand side of the inequality is also non-negative which implies
that F ( |du|
2
2
) = 0 . Thus, |du| = 0 and hence u is constant . 
Remark 4.7. (cf. [13]) Since SF,u is divergence-free, du satisfies an F-conservation
law. Thus, we can always obtain a monotonicity formula for an F-harmonic map re-
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gardless how the radial curvature varies, provided we have the Hessian comparison
estimates with bounds and some positive constant
c ≤ 1 + (n− 1)rh1(r) − 2p dF rh2(r)
as in Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.8. [13] Let (Mn, g) be a complete Kahler manifold with a pole xo. IfM
has constant holomorphic sectional curvature − a2 , a ≥ 0, where n−1−2pdF ≥




















for R2 ≥ R1 > 0 .
Proposition 4.9. (cf. [13]) Let (M, g) be a complete Riemannian manifold with a
pole xo. Assume that the radial curvature Kr satisfies the following condition:
(iv) − Ar2q ≤ Kr ≤ − Br2q where A ≥ B > 0 and q > 0 .




A ≥ 0 where









[ F ( |du|
2
2
) − F ′( |du|
2
2

















for any R2 ≥ R1 ≥ 1 .
Proof : Take X = r∇r . By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4, we have
< SF (u),∇θX > ≥ F ( |du|
2
2





) = F ( |du|
2
2
) − F ′( |du|
2
2








) = RF ( |du|
2
2
) − RF ′( |du|
2
2




du > on ∂B(R)
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By Corollary 2.9, SF (u) is divergence-free. Thus, by Corollary 2.11 we have∫
∂D
SF (u)(X, ν) dSg =
∫
D





[ F ( |du|
2
2
) − F ′( |du|
2
2








[ F ( |du|
2
2
) − F ′( |du|
2
2




du > ] ds
≥
∫
B(R)−B(1) (1 + δr







[ F ( |du|
2
2
) − F ′( |du|
2
2

















for any R > 1 .














for a.e. R ≥ 1 .
Integrating over [R1, R2] proves the proposition. 
Theorem 4.10. (cf. [13]) Let (Mn, g) be a complete Kahler manifold with a
pole xo and (Nk, h) be any Kahler manifold. Assume that the radial curvature Kr
satisfies the following condition:
(iv) − Ar2q ≤ Kr ≤ − Br2q where A ≥ B > 0 and q > 0 .




A ≥ 0 where







Let F : [0,∞) −→ [0,∞) be a strictly increasing C∞ function such that F (0) = 0.





) dvg = o (ρ
1+δ) as ρ→∞ ,
then u is constant on M \B(1) .
Proof : This follows immediately from Proposition 4.9 . 
Definition 4.11. (cf. [30]) For a smooth map u : M → N , the F-energy is slowly




dr = ∞ ,









dvg < ∞ ,
where r(x) is the distance function from a fixed point xo ∈ M and B(R) is the
geodesic ball of radius R centered at xo .
Theorem 4.12. [13] Suppose du has slowly divergent F-energy. Then












) dvg = o(R
λ) as R→∞ .
Remark 4.13. In light of this theorem, the growth of order λ and of order (1 + δ)
are weaker than the slowly divergent growth and finite growth.
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4.2 F-harmonic maps from a complex space form
An n-dimensional complex manifold of constant holomorphic sectional curva-
ture is called a complex space form and it must be locally isometric to one of the fol-
lowing complete simply connected universal covering spaces [65] : CP n(4k2) , Cn,
CHn(−4k2) , where −4k2 means that the holomorphic sectional curvature of the
complex hyperbolic space CHn lies in [−4k2,−k2] and 4k2 means that the holo-
morphic sectional curvature of the complex projective space CP n lies in [k2, 4k2].
Theorem 4.14. Let u : (Cn, g) −→ (Nk, h) be aC∞ map into a Kahler manifold
and q < 0 be a constant satisfying 2 − q = n , where g is the standard metric
on Cn and n ≥ 3 . Let F : [0,∞) −→ [0,∞) be a strictly increasing C2 function
such that
F (t) ≤ 2tF ′(t) < n F (t) , for t ∈ (0,∞) .
If u is an F-harmonic map satisfying the above conditions then u is constant, pro-
vided u has slowly divergent enegy.
Proof : We apply the method used in [40]. Let xo be a point in Cn and
B(R) an open geodesic ball with radius R and center xo . Let r = r(x) be the
distance from xo and ∂∂r the unit radial vector field pointing away from xo . Let
{Ut}t∈R+ be a 1-parameter family of C∞ maps
Ut : Cn −→ N : Ut(x) = u(tx) , x ∈ Cn . Set







where dvg is the volume element.
Applying Green’s theorem yields
∂
∂t







































) > dSg ,
where ∂
∂ν
is the unit normal and dSg is the volume element with respect to the
induced Kahler metric on ∂B(R) .
By the F-harmonic condition d∗(F ′( |du|
2
2
)du) = 0 , we obtain
∂
∂t
E(R, t) |t=1 ≥ 0 .
On the other hand, reparametrizing the integral (∗) gives









i(x) ) dx .
By a direct calculation, we have
∂
∂t










































− F ′( |du|
2
2


















































[− n F ( |du|
2
2
) + 2 F ′( |du|
2
2
) |du|2 ] dx + R
∫
∂B(R)







[ n F ( |du|
2
2
) − 2 F ′( |du|
2
2
) |du|2 ] dx + R
∫
∂B(R)








[ n F ( |du|
2
2
)− 2F ′( |du|
2
2
) |du|2 ] dx+R
∫
∂B(R)










) dx + R
∫
∂B(R)




= q E(R, 1) + R d
dR
E(R, 1) .
Then q E(R, 1) + R d
dR
E(R, 1) ≥ 0 ,
and thus for all R > 0 , we have
d
dR
[ Rq E(R, 1) ] = d
dR
(Rq) E(R, 1) + Rq d
dR
E(R, 1)
= q Rq−1 E(R, 1) + Rq d
dR
E(R, 1)




So Rq E(R, 1) is a non-decreasing function of R.
If u is not constant then there exists a point x ∈ Cn such that at this point





) dvg ≥ C .
Since Rq E(R, 1) is a non-decreasing function of R, for all R ≥ Ro , we get
Rq E(R, 1) ≥ Rqo E(Ro, 1) , i.e.
E(R, 1) ≥ (Ro
R












) dvg ≥ C (RoR )
q .
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Furthermore, we also have
R d
dR












≥ − q C Rqo ( 1Rn−1+q )
= − q C Rqo ( 1R) , since 2− q = n .































a contradiction to the slowly divergent condition of the F-energy. 
Corollary 4.15. Let u : (Cn, g) −→ (Nk, h) be a C∞ map into a Kahler
manifold and q < 0 be a constant satisfying 2 − q = n , where g is the standard
metric on Cn and n ≥ 3 . Let F : [0,∞) −→ [0,∞) be a strictly increasing C2
function such that
F (t) ≤ 2tF ′(t) < n F (t) , for t ∈ (0,∞) .
If u is an F-harmonic map satisfying the above conditions then u is constant, pro-





) dvg = o(R
λ) as R→∞ .
Proof : Proceeding as in the theorem yields
q E(R, 1) + R d
dR
E(R, 1) ≥ 0 .
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Thus, we have















































This limit is zero because F is a non-negative smooth function. Furthermore, the
integral on the right-hand side of the inequality is also non-negative which implies
that F ( |du|
2
2
) = 0 . Thus,
|du|2 = 0 and hence, u is constant. 
Remark 4.16. J. Wan proved that ” Any harmonic map from Cn to any Kahler
manifold is ± holomorphic under an assumption of energy density [53] . ”
Remark 4.17. H. C. J. Sealey : ” For n ≥ 2 , any holomorphic map of finite energy
from Cn to any Kahler manifold is constant [49] . ”
Theorem 4.18. For n ≥ 1 , let Mn be a complete simply connected, noncom-
pact Kahler manifold of holomorphic sectional curvature HRM which satisfies
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−a2 ≤ HRM ≤ −b2 , where a, b are some positive constants. Let N be any Kahler
manifold and F : [0,∞) −→ [0,∞) be a strictly increasing C2 function such that
(n− 1)b F (t) − 2ta F ′(t) ≥ 0 for t ∈ (0,∞) .





) dvg = o (ρ
λ) as ρ→∞ ,
then u is constant.
Proof : We use the same technique as in [40]. Let xo be a point in M .
Take X = r ∂
∂r
∈ TxoM , where r = r(x) is the distance from xo and ∂∂r is the
unit radial vector field pointing away from xo . By Corollary 2.11 and the definition
of the stress energy tensor, we have
∫
B(R)
(div SF (u))(X) dvg +
∫
B(R)






































Choose a local Hermitian orthonormal frame field {e1, ..., en−1, en = ∂∂r} on M .





∇eiX = r ∇ei ∂∂r = r Hess(r)(ei, ej)ej
div X = 1 + r Hess(r)(ei, ei) , 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 ,





) h(du(ei), du(ej)) g(∇eiX, ej)
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= F ( |du|
2
2






The Hessian comparison theorem [62] yields
< SF (u),∇X >
= F ( |du|
2
2
) div X − F ′( |du|
2
2
) h(du(ei), du(ej)) g(∇eiX, ej)
= F ( |du|
2
2





)|2 + rHess(r)(ei, ej)h(du(ei), du(ej))].









≥ F ( |du|
2
2
)[1 + (n− 1)(br)coth(br)]





)|2 + (ar)coth(ar)h(du(ei), du(ei))]
= F ( |du|
2
2




≥ F ( |du|
2
2
) + rcoth(br) [ (n− 1)bF ( |du|
2
2








because (n− 1)bF (t)− 2taF ′( |du|
2
2
) ≥ 0 .














Following Dong and Wei [13], a monotonicity formula could be obtained as fol-
























































for a. e. R > 0 .
































This limit is zero because F is a non-negative smooth function. Furthermore, the
integral on the right-hand side of the inequality is also non-negative which implies
that F ( |du|
2
2
) = 0 . Thus,
|du|2 = 0 and hence, u is constant . 
Corollary 4.19. For n ≥ 1 , let Mn be a complete simply connected, noncom-
pact Kahler manifold of holomorphic sectional curvature HRM which satisfies
−a2 ≤ HRM ≤ −b2 , where a, b are some positive constants. Let N be any Kahler
manifold and F : [0,∞) −→ [0,∞) be a strictly increasing C2 function such that
(n− 1)b F (t) − 2ta F ′(t) ≥ 0 for t ∈ (0,∞) .
If u : (Mn, g) → (Nk, h) is an F-harmonic map with slowly divergent F-energy
then u is constant.
Proof : Dong and Wei proved in [13] that the slowly divergent growth implies





) dvg = o (ρ
λ) as ρ→∞ .
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So the corollary is a consequence of this result.
However, a direct proof can be obtained as follows: proceeding as in the theo-














If u is not constant then there is a point x ∈ M such that |du|2 6= 0 . This means
that there exists some Ro > 0 and some positive constant Co such that for all











) dvg ≥ CoR .































This contradicts the assumption that the F-energy of u is slowly divergent. 
Corollary 4.20. Any F-harmonic map with slowly divergent F-energy from the
complex hyperbolic space CHn to any Kahler manifold must be constant, provided
the condition on the function F as in Theorem 4.22 is satisfied.
Proof : Since CHn is negatively quarter-pinched, the corollary follows imme-
diately from the theorem. 
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Remark 4.21. H. C. J. Sealey proved that : For n ≥ 2 , the complex hyperbolic
spcace CHn supports no nonconstant harmonic maps of finite energy. In particu-
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